
ANSWER THE BIG QUESTIONS

- How do my models react to the Euro falling to $1.00? 

- How do I speak to clients about Global Deflation?

- How do I hedge portfolios against low oil prices?
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Comparative Performance in Bear Markets

SPEAK TO CLIENTS + PROSPECTS ABOUT RISK IN REAL TERMS.

Increase AUM

Showcase Hedging Strategies

Maintain Client Expectations

Stress Testing for PMs + Asset Gatherers.
Quantify downside risks.  Be tactical on the upside.
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Stress Testing
Measure impact of up-to-date macro scenarios for 
portfolios and model. Adjust assumptions on the fly.

Risk Profiles
Get instant portfolio forensics, including economic 
indicators  with high beta, asset allocation, risk 
measures, and cross + index correlations.

Risk Monitor 
Auto-run stress testing nightly on a whole book of 
business to identify problematic portfolios, based on 
loss-tolerance or benchmark deviation.

Portfolio Management
Construct portfolios optimized for macro risk, or 
discover securities that have significant correlation 
(direct/inverse) to an economic indicator. 

Lead Generation
Offer interactive stress testing on your website. Use 
widgets as an instant digital marketing strategy. 



Instant Portfolio Forensics

Use the risk profile to quickly get analytics 
on client + prospects portfolios:

1. Customized benchmark comparison

2. Portfolio beta to S&P and other 
impactful economic levers

3. Asset allocation with industry 
breakdown

4. Best + worst case forward-looking 
impacts of economic scenarios

5. Portfolio volatility + max draw down

6. Cross correlations between holdings

Pricing

Morningstar and HiddenLevers are separate, unaffiliated companies. Access to the services presented is provided solely as a service to financial advisors using the technology and services of Morningstar.
Morningstar is not responsible for third-party information or services, including market data provided by the exchanges. Past performance of a security or strategy does not guarantee future results. Third-
party research and tools are obtained from companies not affiliated with Morningstar, and are provided for informational purposes only. While the information is deemed reliable, Morningstar does not
guarantee its accuracy, completeness, or suitability for any purpose, and makes no warranties with respect to the results to be obtained from its use. Morningstar and the Morningstar logo are trademarks
owned by Morningstar, Inc. Used with permission.

FEATURES BASIC PRO ELITE

Scenario Modeling + + +

Risk Profiles + + +

Reports + + +

Custom Branding + +

Hedging Wizard for Rebalancing + +

Correlations Screener + +

Options + Alternatives Support +

Embedded Stress Testing App +

Risk Monitoring +

Monthly Pricing (USD) $300 $600 $1200

Discounted Annual Pricing (USD) $3000 $6000 $12000

Morningstar Data Import FREE FREE FREE
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